
  
     

 
   

   
   

   
   

 

 
 

    

 
 

    

     

     

 

    

     

 

 
 

    

 
 

 

    

     

 
  

 

    

 

 

Technical Skills Self-Assessment 
Technical Skills Yes, I have this 

skill 
I need to work 
on this skill 

I do not need 
this skill. Why? 

How others see 
me 

Making, fixing, and 
repairing things 

Operating 
machinery 

Installing things 

Building things 

Gardening, 
landscaping, snow 
shoveling 

Farming 

Drawing/creating 
blueprint or 
planning to build 
or fix things 

Choosing 
appropriate tools 
or equipment 

Fixing computers 

Applying 
technology to 
solve problems 


	Yes I have this skillMaking fixing and repairing things: 
	I need to work on this skillMaking fixing and repairing things: 
	I do not need this skill WhyMaking fixing and repairing things: 
	How others see meMaking fixing and repairing things: 
	Yes I have this skillOperating machinery: 
	I need to work on this skillOperating machinery: 
	I do not need this skill WhyOperating machinery: 
	How others see meOperating machinery: 
	Yes I have this skillInstalling things: 
	I need to work on this skillInstalling things: 
	I do not need this skill WhyInstalling things: 
	How others see meInstalling things: 
	Yes I have this skillBuilding things: 
	I need to work on this skillBuilding things: 
	I do not need this skill WhyBuilding things: 
	How others see meBuilding things: 
	Yes I have this skillGardening landscaping snow shoveling: 
	I need to work on this skillGardening landscaping snow shoveling: 
	I do not need this skill WhyGardening landscaping snow shoveling: 
	How others see meGardening landscaping snow shoveling: 
	Yes I have this skillFarming: 
	I need to work on this skillFarming: 
	I do not need this skill WhyFarming: 
	How others see meFarming: 
	Yes I have this skillDrawingcreating blueprint or planning to build or fix things: 
	I need to work on this skillDrawingcreating blueprint or planning to build or fix things: 
	I do not need this skill WhyDrawingcreating blueprint or planning to build or fix things: 
	How others see meDrawingcreating blueprint or planning to build or fix things: 
	Yes I have this skillChoosing appropriate tools or equipment: 
	I need to work on this skillChoosing appropriate tools or equipment: 
	I do not need this skill WhyChoosing appropriate tools or equipment: 
	How others see meChoosing appropriate tools or equipment: 
	Yes I have this skillFixing computers: 
	I need to work on this skillFixing computers: 
	I do not need this skill WhyFixing computers: 
	How others see meFixing computers: 
	Yes I have this skillApplying technology to solve problems: 
	I need to work on this skillApplying technology to solve problems: 
	I do not need this skill WhyApplying technology to solve problems: 
	How others see meApplying technology to solve problems: 


